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   SPECIFICATIONS 

Volume 110L 

Temperature Range                                               0°C  to - 40°C  

Suitable for maximum ambient temperature 35˚C 

Voltage AC 220V/50Hz 

Refrigerant R507a 
 

 

  
FEATURES 
 

The outer casing is produced with white pre-painted 0,7mm Chromadek. 

The inner casing and lid is produced with stainless steel. 

This unit's insulation is foamed in place by Polyurethane 40kg/m² density with a minimum of 80mm thickness. 

Control of the refrigerator temperature is by means of a digital thermostat. 

Alarm indication can be installed for temperatures above 0˚C. 

An environmentally friendly refrigerator that is CFC free. 

This unit consumes minimum power. 

Chest lid is lockable door for product security.  

An operating and installation manual is provided.  

3 Baskets provided. 

 
  
  
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS                                                               INTERNAL DIMENSIONS  
                         

Height mm 900 Height mm 400 

Width mm 915 Width mm 750 

Depth mm 560 Depth mm 360 

Weight kg 80    

 

 

 

Medical Freezer                                                                                              MED110CLF 

The MED110CLF chest freezer is specifically designed for modern hospital 

and pharmacy facilities to preserve medical products to tight temperature 

tolerances. A digital controller is employed to maintain freezer set 

temperatures between 0˚C and -40˚C whilst having an audible alarm function 

should set temperature parameters be exceeded. Whilst the exterior casing 

is made from white Chromadek steel, the interior finish and lid is in stainless 

steel for an enhanced hygiene function. The MED110CLF has the added 

advantage to conform to the latest environmental ‘green’ standards for 

gases and electrical consumption. This product is backed by the reputable 

and reliable Minus 40 service warranty and customers can select 

maintenance contracts to ensure extended longevity of their Minus 40 

Fridge. 

 


